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Philosophical Divide

Whither semantic technologies?

- Aristotelian tradition of logic and the role of formal semantics and model theory
- Predicate calculus and first order logic
- The Semantic Web and RDF
- What is provably true given assumptions and inference rules
- Cognitive Science as the experimental study of the organizing principles of the mind
- Cognitive AI – mimicking human reasoning with combination of graphs, statistics, rules and graph algorithms, inspired by evolution
- What is useful based on prior knowledge and past experience in the face of uncertainty

Two radically different mindsets with strong implications for the future of computing
Sentient Web

- **Sentient Web** = sensing + actuation + cognition federated across the Web to enable markets of services based upon open standards
  - *Sentient* used in the sense of systems that are aware of their environment
  - *Cognition* is the process of reasoning, learning and control, or in other words, the means for systems to represent, process, and transform information

- The Sentient Web will subsume both the IoT and AI
- A uniform approach to cognition will replace today’s fragmented IoT
- Today’s relational and graph databases will give way to cognitive databases that mimic the cortex
- AI and machine learning will be ubiquitous
- Change is coming, what role will you play?
Deep Learning Limitations

• Deep Learning has been very successful but its limitations are increasingly obvious – Cognitive AI can complement Deep Learning as well as reducing the carbon footprint for machine learning!

• Yoshua Bengio, a Deep Learning pioneer, acknowledges this:

  “We have machines that learn in a very narrow way,” Bengio said in his keynote at NeurIPS in December 2019. “They need much more data to learn a task than human examples of intelligence, and they still make stupid mistakes.”

  Without question, deep learning is an imperfect model of intelligence. It cannot reason abstractly, does not understand causation and struggles with out-of-distribution generalization.

From Forbes article on 9 February 2020
Cognitive AI

• In short, Cognitive AI is Artificial Intelligence inspired by advances in the cognitive sciences
• In other words, we would do well to borrow from nature when it comes to building AI systems
• We can mimic nature at a functional level using conventional computer technology without having to implement cognitive agents in terms of artificial neurons
• There are many potential applications of cognitive agents for human-machine collaboration
Long Term Aims

To enable cognitive agents that:

1. Are general purpose, collaborative, empathic and trustworthy
2. Can apply metacognition and past experience to reason about new situations
3. Support continuous learning based upon curiosity about the unexpected
4. Have a level of self awareness in respect to current state, goals and actions
5. Have an awareness of others in respect to their beliefs, desires and intents
6. Are multilingual and can interact with people using their own language
The Brain has evolved continuously since the emergence of multicellular life in the Cambrian explosion 540 million years ago.
## BRAIN SIZE AND NEURON COUNT

Cerebral cortex mass and neuron count for various mammals.

*Courtesy of Quanta magazine*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Capybara</th>
<th>Rhesus Macaque</th>
<th>Western Gorilla</th>
<th>Human</th>
<th>African Bush Elephant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>non-primate</td>
<td>primate</td>
<td>primate</td>
<td>primate</td>
<td>non-primate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass (g)</td>
<td>48.2 g</td>
<td>69.8 g</td>
<td>377 g</td>
<td>1232 g</td>
<td>2848 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurons (billion)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>5.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Courtesy of Michigan State portal, supported by US National Science Foundation
Brain function – many specialized areas

- **Frontal Lobe**: ability to concentrate, judgement, analysis, problem solving, plan, personality etc.
- **Parietal Lobe**: integrate information from several senses, including speech, pain and touch sensation etc.
- **Occipital Lobe**: visual processing center of the brain, mostly what is referred to as a "visual cortex".
- **Temporal Lobe**: deals with high level visual processing (faces & scenes).
- **Cerebellum**: perform some cognitive function, like attention and language. Also controls the voluntary movement.
- **Brain Stem**: serves as brain's warning system and sets alertness.

*Courtesy of Human brain facts.*
Cognitive AI Architecture
with multiple cognitive circuits

Cortex
Multiple specialised graph databases + algorithms

- Sensory system
  Perception
  Pipelined processing

- Limbic system
  Emotion
  Feed forward network

- Basal Ganglia
  Cognition
  Sequential rule engine

- Cerebellum
  Action
  Real-time parallel control
Cognitive Functions

- **Perception** involves interpreting sensor data in the current context, focusing attention on things of interest, and placing short lived representations in the cortex.

- **Emotion** is about fast, intuitive assessments of the current situation and potential courses of action.

- **Cognition** is slower and more deliberate thought, involving sequential execution of rules to carry out particular tasks.
  - Thought can be expressed at many different levels of abstraction.

- **Action** is about carrying out actions initiated under conscious control, leaving the mind free to work on other things.
  - An example is playing a musical instrument where muscle memory is needed to control your finger placements as thinking explicitly about each finger would be far too slow.
Modelling the Cortex with Cognitive Databases

- The human cortex is functionally equivalent to a set of specialised cognitive databases and associated algorithms.
- A cognitive database holds chunks: collections of properties that include references to other chunks.
- Chunks are associated with statistical information reflecting prior knowledge and past experience.
- Cognitive databases have the potential to store vast amounts of information similar to the human cortex.
- Cognitive databases can be local or remote, and shared with multiple cognitive agents, subject to access control policies.
- Memory retrieval fits Web architecture:
  - Remote invocation of graph algorithms in request/response pattern rather like HTTP.
  - Analogous to Web search engines where results are computed based upon what is likely to be most relevant to the user – impractical and inappropriate to try to return complete set of matches.
- Cognitive databases support a variety of algorithms that are executed local to the data:
  - Scalable to handling Big Data.
- The algorithms depend on the intended function of the database, e.g.:
  - Basic storage and recall
  - Specialised algorithms for natural language, spatial and temporal reasoning
  - Algorithms for data analytics.
Sensory Perception

• Our senses
  • Smell, taste, touch, pain, heat, sound, vision, ...
  • Perception creates short lived representations in the cortex
  • The cortex can likewise direct sensory processing as needed
• Touch and pain are mapped to a homuncular model of our bodies
• Proprioception – sense of self-movement and body position
  • Limbs, joints, muscle load
  • Vestibular system (inner ear)
• Sound is fleeting
  • Processing word by word
  • Emotional cues

• Vision is much more complex
  • Two eyes for stereo depth perception
  • Each eye: high resolution narrow angle + low resolution wide angle
  • Saccades as eyes swivel to scan areas of interest
  • Good at recognizing many different kinds of things, including their structures & behaviours
  • Context determines what is interesting and relevant
  • Alerts signal relevant things in field of view
  • Focus directs attention to specific things
  • Reinforcement learning from experience

Implementation as pipelined neural networks
Emotions, Feelings and Moods

Towards strong empathic* AI

• Cortico-Limbic system
• Important from an evolutionary perspective
  • Avoidance of harm, fear of predators, interest in prey, courtship, care of young
• Enhanced for living in social groups
  • Emotional intelligence – awareness of what others are feeling, and signalling your own feelings
• Emotions are associated with a feeling and something they apply to
  • Valence describes whether feeling is positive, neutral or negative
  • Arousal describes whether feeling is calming or exciting
  • Moods are long lasting emotions that lack the cognitive element

• Triggered by
  • Perception (e.g. seeing a predator), reasoning about situations, recall of emotive memories

• Effects
  • Instinctive behaviours and how these are regulated by cognitive control
  • Prioritising what you are thinking about and what feels important
  • Influences on recall, new memories, reinforcement of existing memories and reinforcement learning of behaviours

• Fast and instinctive vs slow and deliberate
  • Rapid instinctive appraisal and response, avoiding the delay incurred with conscious thought, but subject to errors of judgement due to lack of considered thought
  • Functional implementation as a feed-forward classification network

* empathic: /ɪmˈpaθɪk/ adjective – showing an ability to understand and share the feelings of another
Cognition and Conscious Thought

- **Cortico basal-ganglia circuit**
  - The centre of conscious thought

- **Symbolic (graphs) + sub-symbolic (statistics)**
  - Chunk based symbolic representation of concepts and relationships
  - Statistical weights reflecting prior knowledge and past experience

- **Rule engine connected to many parts of the cortex**
  - Connections via buffers that hold single chunks
  - Rules represent reasoning & procedural knowledge
  - Learned from experience (hierarchical reinforcement learning)

- **Sequential application of rules to cognitive buffers**
  - Approximately every 50 mS or longer

- **Parallel processes for graph algorithms**
  - Recall of memories
  - Selection of rules

- **Autobiographical and episodic memories**

- **Reasoning at multiple levels of abstraction**

**Chunks**: a collection of properties that include references to other chunks

**Modules**: specialised graph databases and algorithms, accessed via buffers that hold a single chunk

**Rules**: conditions ranging over module chunk buffers, and actions that either update the buffers or invoke graph algorithms
• **Cortico cerebellar circuit**
• Handles actions devolved to it by conscious thought
• Real-time control with parallel processing
• Contains more than three times the number of neurons in the cortex*
• Cerebellum acts as flight controller managing activation of myriad sets of muscles in coordination with perceptual input from the cortex
• Offloads processing from cortico basal-ganglia circuit thereby enabling higher level thought whilst actions are underway
• Performance degrades when conscious thought diverts visual attention, starving cerebellum of visual feedback
• Learning through experience, starting with conscious thought
• Implemented as suite of analogue computers computing functions over time
• Examples: talking, walking and playing the piano

* The human cerebellum contains 70 billion nerves vs 20 billion for the cerebral cortex, see Suzana Herculano-Houzel, 2010
Diving Deeper
Cognition

Basal ganglia as a sequential rule engine

Each buffer holds a single chunk and represents the current state of a bundle of nerve fibres connecting to a particular cortical region. The rule conditions and actions operate over these buffers. Moreover, the buffers can be likened to HTTP clients, where the cortex is like a set of HTTP servers. This architecture originates in John Anderson's work on ACT-R.
Formal Semantics

• Formal semantics seeks to understand meaning by constructing precise mathematical models that can determine which statements are true or false in respect to the assumptions and inference rules given in any particular example.

• The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is formalised in terms of description logic, which is midway between propositional logic and first order logic in its expressive power. OWL can be used to describe a domain in terms of classes, individuals and properties, along with formal entailment, and well understood complexity and decidability.
Cognitive AI and Chunks

• Chunks, by contrast to mathematical logic, makes no claims to formal semantics, reflecting the lack of certainty and incomplete knowledge found in many everyday situations.

• Instead of logical entailment, the facts are updated by rules in ways that have practical value for specific tasks, e.g. turning the heating on when a room is observed to be too cold, or directing a robot to pick up an empty bottle, fill it, cap it and place it into a box.

• Rules are designed or learnt to carry out tasks on the basis of what is found to be effective in practice.

• The combination of symbolic and statistical information is critical for machine learning and reasoning about likelihoods.
Chunks

Chunks is a simple amalgam of RDF and Property Graphs

Each chunk is a typed named collection of properties whose values are names, numbers, booleans (i.e. true or false), dates, string literals of comma separated lists thereof

Here is an example of a chunk – you can use newline or semicolon as punctuation

```plaintext
dog dog1 {
    name "fido"
    age 4
}
```

```plaintext
dog dog1 {name "fido"; age 4}
```

The chunk ID is optional, and if missing, will be automatically assigned when adding the chunk to a graph. If the graph already has a chunk with the same ID, it will be replaced by this one. You are free to use whitespace as you please, modulo the need for punctuation. String literals apart from URIs must be enclosed in double quote marks.
Chunks

Numbers are the same as for JSON, i.e. integers or floating point numbers. Dates can be given using a common subset of ISO8601 and are treated as identifiers for read-only chunks of type iso8601 with properties for the year, month, day etc., e.g.

```
# Albert Einstein's birth date
iso8601 1879-03-14 {
  year 1879
  month 3
  day 14
}
```

Names are used for chunk types, chunk IDs, chunk property names and for chunk property values. Names can include the following character classes: letters, digits, period, and hyphen. Names starting with @ are reserved. A special case is the name formed by a single asterisk which is used to match any chunk type.
Chunks & Links

Sometimes you just want to indicate that a named relationship applies between two concepts. This can expressed conveniently as follows:

John likes Mary

which is equivalent to

likes {
  @subject John
  @object Mary
}


Mapping names to RDF

For integration with systems using RDF

To relate names used in chunks to RDF, you should use @rdfmap along with @base. For instance:

```rdfmap {
    @base http://example.org/ns/
    dog http://example.com/ns/dog
    cat http://example.com/ns/cat
}
```

which will map mouse to http://example.org/ns/mouse

It may be more convenient to refer to a collection of @rdfmap and @prefix mappings rather than in-lining them, e.g.

```rdfmap from http://example.org/mappings
```

You can likewise use @prefix for defining URI prefixes, e.g.

```prefix p1 {
    ex: http://example.com/ns/
}
rdfmap {
    @prefix p1
    dog ex:dog
    cat ex:cat
}
```
Machine Learning

- Manual development of knowledge won’t scale cost effectively
- We therefore need to rely on machine learning for declarative and procedural knowledge
  - Many algorithms to take advantage of
- Prior knowledge enables learning from small datasets
- Semi-supervised learning as human guided exploration with attention to salience
- Learning at multiple levels of abstraction
  - Case based reasoning to speed learning
- Active learning – continuous, surprise driven
  - Mimicking humans as prediction machines – we attend to novelty to improve our predictions
- Learning from experience with real or simulated environments and multiple cognitive agents
- Use with natural language for teaching skills to cognitive agents
Chunk Rules

- Condition-action rules expressed in chunks with a convenient syntax
- Each chunk names the module it applies to (default is goal module)
- Inject goals to trigger rules
- Conditions match module buffers
- Actions update buffers directly or invoke module operations, e.g. to recall a fact from memory, to assert a fact, or to invoke an external operation, e.g. to move a robot’s arm
- Variables pass information from conditions to actions

---

```plaintext
# Procedural knowledge for counting demo

# prepare to count up using facts like
#   increment {number 1; successor 2}
count {start ?num; state start}
=>
    count {state counting},
    increment {@module facts; @do get; number ?num},
    console {@do show; value ?num}

# count up one at a time
count {state counting; start ?num1; end ~?num1},
    increment {@module facts; number ?num1; successor ?num3}
=>
    count {start ?num3},
    increment {@module facts; @do get; number ?num3},
    console {@do show; value ?num3}

# stop after last one
count {start ?num; end ?num; state counting}
=>
    count {@do update; state stop}
```
Built-In Module Operations

• Modules must support the following operations
  • @do clear to clear the module’s buffer and pop the queue
  • @do update to directly update the module’s buffer
  • @do queue to push a chunk to the queue for the module's buffer
  • @do get to recall a chunk with matching type and properties
  • @do put to save the buffer as a new chunk to the module’s graph
  • @do patch to use the buffer to patch a chunk in the module’s graph
  • @do delete to forget chunks with matching type and properties
  • @do next to load the next matching chunk in an system dependent order
  • @do properties to iterate over the set of properties in a buffer
  • @for to iterate over the items in a comma separated list

• Modules may define additional operations, e.g. to control a robot

• More details at:
  • https://github.com/w3c/cogai/blob/master/chunks-and-rules.md

• Formal specification is in preparation with view to standardisation
Many Ways to Reason

• Many forms of reasoning have to deal with uncertainties, e.g.
  • Induction: building models to explain regularities
  • Abduction: determining the most likely explanation of some observations
  • Causal reasoning about plans
  • Fuzzy reasoning involving blends of different states

• Mimicking human memory
  • In any large knowledgebase we only want to recall what is relevant to the current situation based upon past experience
  • Ebbinghaus forgetting curve – our ability to recall information drops off over time unless boosted by repetition
  • Closely spaced repetitions have less effect
  • Spreading activation – concepts are easier to recall on account of their relationship with other concepts*

* Nature figured out the “Page Rank” algorithm many millions of years ago!
Natural Language

• Natural language is key to richer human-machine collaboration
• NLU as combination of pipelined processing + deliberative reasoning
  • Lexicon of words, their parts of speech, word senses and linguistic tags, e.g. person, number, case, gender
  • Word by word incremental concurrent processing of syntax and semantics to resolve ambiguities
  • Spreading activation model for disambiguation based upon the context and statistical likelihood
  • No backtracking!
  • Similar approach in reverse for NLG
• Work now underway on demos for NL understanding and generation
  • Dialogue between customer and waiter at a restaurant as scenario with well defined language usage and semantics

Towers of Hanoi

# move the red disc to the right peg
verb v1 {word move; subject p1; to p2}
phrase p1 {word disc; det the; adj red}
phrase p2 {word peg; det the; adj right}

# after application of ruleset
move m1 {disc disc3; to peg3}

See: https://www.w3.org/Data/demos/chunks/nlp/toh/
Application to Smart Factories

• Cognitive AI demo that runs in a web page
• Live simulation of bottling plant with robot, conveyor belts, filling and capping stations
• Real-time control by a cognitive agent

# add bottle when belt1 has space and wait afresh
space {thing belt1} =>
action {@do addBottle; thing belt1},
space {@do wait; thing belt1; space 30}

# add box when belt2 has space and wait afresh
space {thing belt2} =>
action {@do addBox; thing belt2},
action {@do stop; thing belt2},
space {@do wait; thing belt2; space 95}

# stop belt when it is full and move arm
full {thing belt1} =>
action {@do stop; thing belt1},
action {@do move; x -120; y -75; angle -180; gap 40; step 1}
How it works

- The demo features real-time concurrent control over multiple factory machines
  - uses a mix of events and time-based functions
- Start rule initializes conveyor belts and gets the robot arm ready
  - @do start and @do stop as actions for moving conveyor belts
- Goal queue ensures that closely spaced events are handled without loss
- @do wait action queues goal when something has either happened already or when it happens at some point in the future
  - Used to control when to add an empty bottle at the start of belt1
  - Used to signal when to grab a bottle when it reaches the end of belt1
- The robot arm is controlled with @do move, @do grasp and @do release
  - You tell the arm where you want the gripper and in what orientation
  - The arm works out how to do this in terms of real-time control over the 4 joints, smoothly accelerating to each joint’s maximum speed and then back to a stop – lots of math!
- Animation is performed using HTML’s requestAnimationFrame method
  - Used to simulate the brain’s cortico-cerebellar circuit
- Similar actions for the bottle filling and capping station
- Each bottle’s current position is computed by the thing that supports it, e.g. the belt, robot arm or the packing box.

Could be combined with a planning system for dynamic control of an assembly line as a whole
**W3C Cognitive AI Community Group**

See: [https://www.w3.org/community/cogai/](https://www.w3.org/community/cogai/), [https://github.com/w3c/cogai](https://github.com/w3c/cogai)

- Participation is open to all, free of charge
- Focus on demonstrating the potential of Cognitive AI
  - A roadmap for developing AI that is general purpose, collaborative, empathic and trustworthy
- Collaboration on defining use cases, requirements and datasets for use in demonstrators
  - [https://github.com/w3c/cogai/tree/master/demos](https://github.com/w3c/cogai/tree/master/demos)
- Work on open source implementations and scaling experiments
- Work on identifying and analysing application areas, e.g.
  - Helping non-programmers to work with data ([worth $21B by 2022 according to Forester](https://www.w3.org/community/cogai/))
  - Cognitive agents in support of customer services ([worth $5.6B by 2023](https://www.w3.org/community/cogai/))
  - Smart chatbots for personal healthcare
  - Assistants for detecting and responding to cyberattacks
  - Teaching assistants for self-paced online learning
  - Autonomous vehicles
  - Smart manufacturing
- Outreach to explain the huge opportunities for Cognitive AI
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Cognitive AI

giving computing a human touch